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The journey begins with
excellent ingredients, boundless passion,
breakthrough technology, iconic design.
And people.

THE HISTORY
Since 1919 everything we make has been designed to meet the highest standards of performance,
craftsmanship and quality time and time again. This relentless pursuit of excellence,
of creating beautiful, high performing products designed to last,
helps and inspires you to take your cooking further.

The history of the iconic KitchenAid stand mixer
began with an encounter between an overburdened
baker and an engineer. The year was 1908, and
Herbert Johnston was watching the baker mix
bread dough with an age-old iron spoon. Convinced
there had to be a better way, Johnston developed
an electric stand mixer: professional bakers across
the country had an easier and more efficient way
of getting the job done. The product’s success
prompted Hobart engineers to design a smaller
model that could be used in home kitchens.
In 1919, Model H-5 stand mixer, the first electric
“food preparer” for the home, was born.
After a successful trial run as reported,
“I don’t care what you call it, but I know it’s the
best kitchen aid I have ever had!”
A brand name was born, and the first KitchenAid
stand mixer was unveiled to the American
consumer in 1919.

The rest is history… and KitchenAid began
transforming America’s kitchens.
In 1949, KitchenAid invented the world’s first
dishwasher - the company’s first large appliance.
KitchenAid became a cult brand in the United
States; a favourite of chefs who would choose
the products both for home and for work. Soon
KitchenAid was producing all kinds of kitchen
appliances, from food storage to preparation,
from cooking to cleaning, from large and small
appliances to utensils and kitchen tools.
KitchenAid crossed the Atlantic, with a complete
range of, products and appliances specially chosen
for European cooks and chefs gourmet. In over 90
years KitchenAid’s, expertise and dedication to
providing both chefs and passionate home gourmet
with the finest quality in design, build and function
has never faltered. And it never will.
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feeling

EXCELLENT
INGREDIENTS

Developed with the insights and experience
of professionals, KitchenAid ranges offer you the
same quality, advanced technology and superior
performances of a Michelin starred
chef’s equipment.
From the most traditional cooking methods to
the most adventurous, KitchenAid has the perfect
product to make it all happen.
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KitchenAid is for those who are passionate about food and its countless tastes and textures.
It is designed for everyone who are curious and creative,
generous and ready to enjoy good food, taste good life, share good times.
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people

BOUNDLESS
PA S S I O N

Whether you are just starting out or well on your
way, KitchenAid helps you create culinary feasts,
proving that truly specialized appliances
combined with finest ingredients and your cooking
enthusiasm generate culinary excellence.
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KitchenAid will transform your home kitchen into a culinary stage where you’ll boost your talent,
unleash your creativity and overtake your culinary aspirations with exceptional dishes.
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contact

ICONIC
DESIGN

KitchenAid believes that brilliant ideas may shape
our space and lives, and the attention to detail makes
them perfect. That’s why KitchenAid provides you
with solutions that have a new, yet timeless and
distinctive design that adds personality to the style
of your kitchen.
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Fine craftsmanship, quality materials, versatility, flexibility and a new magnetic twist make
the entire range eye-catching and unassailably good looking.
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A TOUCH OF RED,
AUTHENTIC MATERIALS,
REFINED FINISHES,
SOPHISTICATED DECORATION.
HANDLES’ RED MEDALLION
A deep, full-bodied and iconic red is the colour we
chose for the KitchenAid brand medallions that cap
the sturdy bar handles of our refrigerators,ovens and
dishwashers. Inscribed with “KitchenAid” and “1919”,
signifying the year the stand mixer was introduced
and the brand was founded, this medallion is our
iconic finishing stamp, a mark of craftsmanship
and precision. And red is the iconic colour thathas
always symbolised everything we believe in: a
welcoming kitchen where you are keen to get started,
experiment, share and love.
HANDLES’ TEXTURED SURFACE
This signature solution is inspired by professional
appliances for a sure, precise, safe grip. Ergonomic
details make a huge difference to the lives of
professional chefs and those of every serious foodie
tackling a complicated recipe.
OVENS’ LARGE GLASS PANEL
Why hide the magic of creation while it’s occurring
inside an oven? We decided to enlarge the oven glass
and highlight it with a chrome feature. Observing the
mesmerizing movements to determine the precise
moment a pie is browned to perfection becomes easier.
FORM MEETS FUNCTION
This is precisely what we achieved with the new
knobs: a harmonious meeting of contemporary
chrome, the industrial look of brushed steel,
a touch of red enamel and a sophisticated non-slip
herringbone pattern.

KitchenAid has always offered an authentic, timeless, iconic and bold design
that is beautifully crafted for quality and exceptionally functional.
Even so, today, KitchenAid renews this by presenting a new aesthetic for its major
appliances: history and innovation merge to provide the perfect kitchen,
a place of superb design and excellent craftsmanship.
Inspired by our iconic Artisan stand mixer and its accessory hub logo,
the new aesthetic relies on carefully chosen details: authentic materials,
refined finishes, sophisticated but unobtrusive decoration.
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WHITE NAVIGATOR INTERFACE
The success of a complex recipe frequently depends
on the precision offered by tools to hand. That is why
the new White Navigator interface is modern, clear
and easy to usethe gateway to all the professional
functions of KitchenAid appliances, from doughproving and dehydration to pastry-making and
bread-baking.
THE RAISED BADGE
The badge bearing the bold KitchenAid signature
applied to the new collection of major appliances is a
precious raised-steel detail reminiscent of times past,
placing the KitchenAid stamp of superb design on all
your recipes.

DISCOVER MORE AT WWW.KITCHENAID.CO.UK
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R E F R I G E R AT I O N
The secret to succeed in bringing these intriguing, scrumptious and healthy dishes to the table is
the use of the freshest and finest possible ingredients: that is the mantra of both professional chefs
and passionate home cooks. Choose excellent meat or fish, vegetables and fruits in season
and quality cheese and store them in optimum conditions in the KitchenAid Vertigo refrigerator
to ensure they lose none of their quality, flavour and texture - remaining as fresh as the day
they were purchased!

THE ART
OF FRESHNESS

As a home chef, you want to enjoy the fresh, fine
and flavoursome ingredients chosen with care,
day by day. That’s why you are looking for the
ultimate preservation conditions that maintain the
perfection of the top-quality produce that your
recipes deserve.
KitchenAid provides you with the modular
Vertigo range, the latest in refrigerators and wine
cellars, which offers pioneering preservation
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technology and excellent storage flexibility whilst
meeting all your design requirements.
Vertigo is the perfect answer to the gourmet
chef’s quest for a kitchen that brings professional
refrigeration and wine-ageing standards and
storage capacities into the home. Vertigo
refrigerators and wine cellars are specially
designed to provide all the space you need and
more, thanks to its 460-litre storage capacity.
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capacity

BUILT TO YOUR PREFERRED COMBINATION.
VERSATILE, JUST LIKE YOUR NEED OF SPACE.
SMART FEATURES TO CONTROL TEMPERATURE
AND ADJUST HUMIDITY.

KitchenAid’s Vertigo refrigerators offer all the
latest cold-storage technology with an interior
that can be fully customized to suit your needs.
You can easily adjust the shelves to whatever
height your ingredients, dishes and bottle require.
Simply changing the temperature of the large
multipurpose bottom drawer, it can go from
fridge to freezer or Dynamic 0° mode.

you more room for your freshest produce and
specialty ingredients. It also functions as a freezer
for storing your frozen goods or freezing your
favourite homemade dishes. This hugely versatile
feature means you can increase or reduce your
available fridge or freezer space with a simple
touch, offering you extremely flexible control of
your preservation environments.

The Vertigo Access menu gives you the freedom
to choose how to manage the Multi-Temperature
Drawer. It can be used as additional fridge
space, or switched to Dynamic 0° mode to give

Last but not least, this drawer is made out of
specially treated stainless steel to protect against
the spread of bacteria and other dangerous
microbes.

EVEN AIRFLOW
SYSTEM
This ensures uniform temperatures
throughout the compartments, creating
the ideal environment
for better food preservation.
An optimal, constant temperature
and a natural microclimate
are what the food needs
to be garden fresh.
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DINAMIC 0° IS A DOUBLE DRAWER COMPARTMENT THAT GUARANTEES ALL FRESH PRODUCE, MEAT,
FISH AND DAIRY ARE PRESERVED IN THE OPTIMUM ENVIRONMENT. SELECTING A TEMPERATURE BETWEEN
-2 AND +2 DEGREES FOR THE DRAWERS, IT AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTS THE HUMIDITY LEVEL IN THE
COMPARTMENT SO SLOWING DETERIORATION PROCESSES AND PREVENTING WATER LOSS FROM FRESH FOODS.
LOW TEMPERATURES IN COMBINATION WITH CORRECT HUMIDITY LEVELS SLOW DOWN THE PROLIFERATION OF
BACTERIA AND DECAY AND PREVENT FRESH FOODS LOSING MOISTURE, KEEPING EVERYTHING FRESHER FOR
LONGER.
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THE LATEST REFRIGERATION SYSTEM WHICH OFFERS
YOU EXCELLENT PRESERVATION CONDITIONS WHILST
ALSO MEETING ALL YOUR DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS.

The modular Vertigo range shows the new
KitchenAid aesthetic at its best.
From its textured handles to its chromed windows,
smoke-tinted glass and red medallion, everything
conveys attention to detail and the care found in
the finest traditions of industrial craftsmanship.
The Vertigo range allows you to create your own
unique preservation system, one that fits your
lifestyle and your kitchen. Thanks to its versatility
you can custom design your space in total freedom,
choosing a double fridge, single wine cellar, fridge
and wine cellar combination as you desire.
All these units come not only as freestanding
models but you can also opt for completely flush

integrated products featuring articulating dual
movement hinges that allow a flush custom fit or
choose the built-in installation, where the fridges
totally blend with the kitchen.
The Vertigo Wine Cellars, custom-designed for
the optimal storage of wine, provide extensive
shelving for up to 81 bottles and are equipped
with smart features to preserve and chill with
care. Thanks to the precision temperature and
humidity control given by The Preserve &
Age System, the compartment is suitable for
preserving and ageing fine red wines. Vertigo’s
Anti-Vibration System minimises any movement,
creating the safest environment for even the
most delicate bottles.

A FRIDGE DOOR IS OPENED AND CLOSED COUNTLESS TIMES OVER THE YEARS. AT KITCHENAID WE UNDERSTAND
YOUR NEED FOR A PRODUCT THAT CAN STAND THE TEST OF TIME SO EACH HINGE HAS A SELF-BALANCING
MOVEMENT FOR GUARANTEED STABILITY AND LONG LASTING PREMIUM PERFORMANCE.
PATENTED DUAL-MOVEMENT HINGES COMBINE TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AND DESIGN. THESE DUAL
MOVEMENT HINGES GUARANTEE UNLIMITED FLEXIBILITY WHEN DESIGNING YOUR KITCHEN AS EVERY VERTIGO
MODEL FITS FLUSH WITH CABINETRY AND COUNTERTOPS TO ENSURE A SLEEK, LUXURIOUS FINISH.
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INSPIRED BY PROFESSIONAL KITCHENS, KITCHENAID
FRIDGES COMBINE RESOURCEFUL AND TOP-QUALITY
DETAILS WITH CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY TO PRESERVE
FOODS WITH THE SPECIAL CARE THEY DESERVE.

SENSOR FRESH CONTROL
This technology detects changes in temperature
and quickly restores the optimum conditions.
Cold-air circulation automatically increases,
returning to the right temperature five times faster
than a conventional fridge.
NO-FROST TECHNOLOGY
This system controls the circulation of chilled air
inside the refrigerator. This system ensures an ideal
level of humidity, avoiding condensation and the
formation of ice on your food and the refrigerator’s
surfaces
FRESH 0
This dedicated compartment is designed to store
meat and fish at an optimum temperature of
precisely 0°C, automatically cooling or warming
to ensure perfect conditions without freezing.
DINAMIC 0°
Dynamic 0° guarantees all fresh produce, meat,
fish and dairy are preserved in the optimum
environment.
LED LIGHTNING
Lateral LED ensures an optimal view of the
interiors.

combi
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The new KitchenAid built-in fridge-freezer
combination brings together technology and attention
to detail for optimum food preservation. As well as
maintaining all the natural flavour and freshness of
your ingredients, their design makes them a bold and
captivating presence in your kitchen, and their amazing
multifunctional accessories maximise the versatile and
functional space inside.
Seasoned oak, fine plexiglas and chrome steel are
the materials that characterise two new surprising
accessories: a cheese box and haute cuisine shelf that
ooze design and inspire multitasking.
These new accessories live harmoniously alongside
each other in several compositions: you can manage
the space exactly as you wish and according to
changing needs: if you are planning a party, the full
capability of the haute cuisine shelf is ideal for storing
bottles; or you may allocate just a section to keep your
mouth-watering, fresh coffee bavarese under
the plexiglas dome. The cheese box is hugely versatile:
it can be used to store different products (dairy
produce, cold cuts, fruit, vegetables, desserts) and fit
above or below the seasoned oak shelf.

THESE ACCESSORIES CAN BE USED SEPARATELY: THE CHEESE BOX DOUBLES UP AS A CONVENIENT, SEASONED OAK
CHOPPING BOARD FOR SLICING CHEESES AND SALAMI AND THE SHELF, PERFECT FOR STORING BOTTLES AND FOODS IN
THE FRIDGE, CAN IMAGINATIVELY BE BROUGHT TO THE TABLE, TO SURPRISE YOUR GUESTS WITH A SELECTION OF FRESHLY
CHOPPED TARTAR SAUCES.
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CHEF TOUCH
It prevents overcooking, yields inimitable texture, allows you to cook healthy food with
the maximum flavour and guarantees perfect results: it’s the sous vide cooking,
the latest gastronomic craze.

INGREDIENTS
AT T H E I R B E S T

CAPTURE THE TRUE FLAVOUR OF FOOD
Thanks to the Chef Touch System, you’ll achieve
outstanding results every time, even in gourmet
preparations that demand special care and
professional touch: hardly any water is lost during
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the process and all the minerals, vitamins and
mineral salts are retained in mouth-watering,
flavorful dishes.
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SOUS VIDE TECHNIQUE, A UNIQUE METHOD OF COOKING
FOOD IN VACUUM SEALED PLASTIC POUCHES AT RELATIVELY
LOW TEMPERATURES FOR AN EXTENDED PERIOD OF TIME.

CHEF TOUCH SYSTEM
The KitchenAid Chef Touch is the Sous Vide
cooking system designed for your home,
a method that, until now, had only been used
in the world’s finest restaurants.
It is based on a Vacuum Machine for preserving
food with the Sous Vide technique, a Steam Oven

Chef Touch
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for cooking and reheating food and a Shock
Freezer for rapid chilling and freezing.
They are all in one sophisticated stainless-steel
column that work together in perfect synergy to
give you fabulous results.

THE IDEA IS SMART AND THE PREPARATION IS JUST AS EASY. PLACE YOUR FAVOURITE FRESH FOODMEAT, FISH OR
VEGGIES - IN A VACUUM-PACKED BAG - WHICH YOU MAY CHOOSE TO SEASON OR NOT - GENTLY COOK IT “UNDER
VACUUM” IN THE STEAM OVEN, AND ENJOY A SUCCULENT, HEALTHY AND DELICIOUS MEAL IMMEDIATELY OR
PRESERVE IT BY REFRIGERATION OR FREEZING TO KEEP FOR CONSUMPTION AT A LATER DATE.
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VACUUM MACHINE
The first step to using your Chef Touch System by
KitchenAid is to vacuum-seal your raw and fresh
ingredients and seasonings in special pouches
using the Vacuum Machine. The process is simple:
just take the chosen ingredients and put them in
the special bag; place the bag inside the machine,
position the open lip on the sealing bar and close
the lid. Just press the “Bag Cycle” button and the
machine will remove all the air, creating the vacuum.
When finished, the machine will close the bag with
a watertight seal. The vacuum-sealed food in the
bag can be cooked in the steam oven and consumed
immediately or preserved in the fridge or freezer.
STEAM OVEN
Once the food has been sealed in pouches, it can
be cooked in the KitchenAid Steam Oven which is
ideal for cooking vacuum-sealed foods, thanks to its
highly accurate system for controlling temperature.
With one of its 10 Sous Vide cooking functions with
either Combined or Pure Steam your food will be
cooked in a gentle, healthy way that safeguards the
taste, color and consistency of your food.
There are two dedicated functions for re-heating
cooked vacuum-sealed foods that have been stored
in the fridge or freezer. Finally, the KitchenAid
Steam Oven is equipped with the Assisted Chef
function: this program has 71 pre-set recipes to cook
almost any dish to perfection.
SHOCK FREEZER
Now that the food is cooked, you can enjoy it
straight away or blast-chill the pouch for fridge
preparation, or shock-freeze it for freezer
preparation. The KitchenAid Shock Freezer is
capable of cooling or freezing raw or cooked food
in minutes, preserving the foodàs aroma, taste and
nutritional value with its two professional functions:
Blast Chilling and Fast Freezing. The Blast Chilling
function reduces the temperature of oven-hot
cooked food to +3°C, ensuring the high quality of
the food and its preservation. Fast Freezing quickly
lowers the food’s core temperature to -18°C which
results in smaller ice crystals forming in the food
compared to those that develop under normal
freezer conditions, thus preserving the food’s texture
and flavor, even after defrosting.

Appliances that work together in perfect synergy
as the ones of a great restaurant’s kitchen
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OVENS
When developing ovens, the KitchenAid team always turns to professional chefs for insight
and suggestions. Tuned-in to the latest cooking trends, the chefs propose features and innovations
that can be embedded in the ranges thus enabling you to easily adopt their techniques and unleash
your creativity to achieve the same exceptional results at home.

THE FUTURE
OF THE
H E A LT H Y
NUTRITION
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THE NEW TWELIX ARTISAN
OVEN FEATURES THREE
COOKING OPTIONS IN
JUST ONE APPLIANCE:
CONVECTION, PURE STEAM,
STEAM-ASSISTED.
Twelix Artisan Oven expands your cooking options,
boosts your creativity and improves your cooking
performance. It offers total flexibility in one oven with
the option of pure steam cooking in a convection oven.
Twelix Artisan Oven features a plug in the back of the
oven cavity that offers you the added function of a
steam pan. Now, you can benefit from three different
cooking options in just one appliance: convection,
pure steam, steam assisted (using the steam pan and
the convection cooking).
In addition, the doors are fitted with soft close hinges
that make the closing process gentle and smooth.
The provided food temperature probe allows constant
monitoring of food internal temperature.
TWELIX CONVECTION COOKING
Twelix technology radically improves airflow and heat
distribution inside the oven. As well as reducing preheating and cooking times, this is the key to a multitiered cooking system that brings you greater freedom
when deciding how many dishes to prepare at once,
without compromising on quality. Whatever you cook
and wherever you place it in the generous cavity, your
food will cook perfectly and evenly every time.
ARTISAN PURE STEAM
Simply choose your ingredients and place them in the
specially designed steam pan. Artisan Steam cooking
guarantees the professional and light cooking results
you have always desired. Steam cooks everything
at less than 100 degrees, diffusing slowly, gently and
evenly through the food. This minimizes the loss of
nutrients and vitamins, retaining palatability, texture,
bright colour and natural flavour, whatever you may
be cooking from meat to poultry to fish.
ARTISAN STEAM FUNCTIONS: CONVECTION
COOKING WITH STEAM
Twelix Artisan oven gives you 4 pre-programmed
functions (specific combinations of convection cooking
with steam) to choose from. Select your function, the
oven automatically sets the temperature and steam
required during the cooking process to achieve the
crispy but tender results. The fifth Custom Steam
function even gives you the freedom to set the
temperature and the steam intensity yourself.
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All of us love to eat and cook, and most of us indulge in this pleasure while simultaneously
maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Equip your kitchen with the KitchenAid steam ovens:
they will respect the quality of your ingredients, reflect your ethics and adhere to your wellbeing.
This is the first step to successfully living a green and happy life!
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GENEROUS 73 L CAVITY
5 levels

4 PRE-PROGRAMMED
FUNCTIONS
Specific combinations
of convection cooking
with steam

8 SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

Gentle temperatures for all your cooking needs

13 PROFESSIONAL COOKING
FUNCTIONS
pastry and bakery

ROAST VEAL
WITH CITRUS FRUIT

SERVES 6
1 kg topside of veal
2 spoonfuls chopped vegetables (carrots, celery and onion)
3 oranges
1 sprig of rosemary
1 teaspoon potato starch
Extra-virgin olive oil
Salt and pepper

Tie the meat with kitchen string.
Lightly brown the chopped vegetables in a saucepan
with 4 spoonfuls of oil. Place the meat in the pan
and brown it evenly all over.
Baste the meat with the juice from the oranges and
a couple of spoonfuls of water. Add the rosemary and
place in your Twelix oven at 200°. Baste the roast veal ever
so often with the meat juices to keep it moist until it has
finished cooking.
Sieve the meat juices; if they are too watery, thicken
with a teaspoon of starch dissolved in a little water.
Serve the roast veal hot with the sauce and some peeled
slices of orange.

STEAM PAN ACCCESSORY
In this pan, steam cooks everything at less than 100 degrees,
diffusing gently and evenly through the food. This method is the healthiest way to cook.
It can be used with “pure steam” or “steam assisted” functions.
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DISCOVER MORE RECIPES AT WWW.SERIOUSABOUTFOOD.EU
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TWELI-BASE
FUNCTION

TWELI-GRILL
FUNCTION

With this unique function,
the oven heats from below so
that all your pie crusts will
be pâtisserie-perfect, while
the top of your pie continues
to cook delicately, thanks
to the uniformly blown and
distributed hot air.

To grill food on two levels
at the same time.

Not at all with the KitchenAid Twelix Oven.
With three trays, the oven’s capacity is a generous
40% more than traditional ovens, . With the oven’s 16
professional functions and exclusive technology, bread
is just one of the culinary successes you can master.

YOUR HOME IS CROWDED
WITH FRIENDS. EVERYONE
IS TASTING THE FRESH
BREAD THAT YOU HAVE
JUST REMOVED FROM
THE OVEN. MISSION
IMPOSSIBLE?

The ideal oven has the ability to perfectly cook,
brown and make crunchy a variety of foods...and
when required, in large quantities. The Twelix oven
will make you taste delicious, juicy and perfectly
browned results. From lasagna to beef roast to
walnut-crusted apple pie, Twelix Oven makes
cooking easy.
Its secret is even heat distribution: its whole cavity
is uniformly heated thanks to the exclusive Twelix
convection system that guarantees the same
temperature at every different level insie the oven.
The uniform heat distribution lets you cook on
different levels at the same time rather than the
standard two, so you’ll have trays of perfect cupcakes
ready in the time you’d normally use to bake one.

WIRE SHELF
To straightforwardly introduce pans,
cake tins and allow you to easily control
your dish.
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DISCOVER MORE ABOUT OUR OVENS AT WWW.KITCHENAID.CO.UK

crunchy
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HOOS AND HOODS
Today, cooking is comprised of a brilliant touch, inspiration, aesthetics, and creativity
as well as of correct, efficient, reliable and performing appliances.
KitchenAid cooking hobs turn even the most challenging task into an act of playful creation.
And with the new KitchenAid hoods, all the family can cook, eat, talk and smile around
or under true iconic design.

YOUR KITCHEN WILLL
B E A S PA C E O F
C U L I N A RY H A R M O N Y
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As cooking is a focal point among all of your
kitchen tasks, having an excellent cooktop is
crucial. Hobs are the kitchen’s heart just as the
kitchen is the centre of the home. It’s where
the culinary magic happens: all your cooking
performance starts here.

KitchenAid knows that perfecting different
techniques such as grilling, boiling, steaming,
stir-frying and frying, requires different
customized approaches. That is why it provides
home chefs with an expanded array of cooking
possibilities on their hobs.

Induction, Gas or Domino: they all boast
exceptional quality, outstanding performance,
professionally inspired design and attention to
the detail.

Thanks to these unique cooktops you can free
your creativity, choosing from a wide range of
solutions, design and configurations.
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functional

INDUCTION, GAS OR DOMINO:
THEY ALL BOAST EXCEPTIONAL
QUALITY, OUTSTANDING
PERFORMANCE,
PROFESSIONALLY INSPIRED
DESIGN AND ATTENTION
TO DETAIL.
DISCOVER THE ONE THAT SUITS
YOU BEST AND TREAT YOURSELF
TO ITS EXCELLENT RESULTS.

Induction cooking is an extra-special culinary
experience that maximises those essential
functions that make the difference: the total
temperature precision, a well-designed surface for
exceptional space and movement, and the rapid
attainment of the ideal cooking temperature for
all food types (heats up to 30 percent faster than
the gas hobs).
Add to this 40% less power consumption, an
absolute precision in temperature management,
the instant temperature adjustment, safety, simple
maintenance using only a damp cloth, easy and
adaptability of installation and last but not least
the sleek design and stylish look.
The induction hob is the safest appliance in your
kitchen as it automatically recognizes the pot and
the material from which it is made. If plastic, glass,
or a ceramic pot is placed on the hob, it won’t start
to heat and during cooking, the area around the
pan doesn’t heat up so the food won’t burn on
the hob if it spills over nor will your hand if you
accidently touch the cooktop.
KitchenAid hobs take induction cooking
even further with clever features like griddle,
teppanyaki, wok, the sensor and booster function
and the multifunction button, all of which offer
you ultimate flexibility, so you can aim for
ultimate creativity.
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DOWNDRAFT
HOOD
The huge airflow,
and 3 fan speeds eliminate
the cooking odours,
silently and effectively.

INSPIRED BY PROFESSIONISTS.
DESIGNED FOR YOU.

GAS HOBS

HOODS

From slow roasts and quick sears to soups to
sauces, KitchenAid gas hobs can take every meal
further. If you love a traditional way of cooking,
know that many professional chefs choose gas for
its controllability, responsiveness and even heat.

If cooking is your passion, your kitchen will
please the eye as a highly professional space
that is a joy to work in. KitchenAid’s timeless,
distinctive and attractive design brings personality
to the style of your kitchen. Fine craftsmanship,
quality materials and strict attention to detail also
make the hoods eye-catching and striking.
Indeed, a kitchen hood is not just a box but a real
design icon under or around where all the family
cooks, eats, talks, and smiles.

The new 90cm gas hob ensures exceptional
performances. With five professional burners and
the central double crown burner alone capable of
generating 6kW, it provides more precision and
control than ever. Moreover, its burners are made
of brass, a metal that, unlike stainless steel, keeps
performing over time without contorting. If some
water spills on to the burner and extinguishes
the flame? don’t worry: the automatic system will
immediately relight it again!

KitchenAid Downdraft Hoods are the perfect mix
of design and performance. Fully-integrated into
the countertop, the ground-breaking Downdraft
Hood fits behind your cooktop, it is invisible
when not in use and slides up into position when
needed, giving you the freedom to position your
cooktop where it will look best.

GRIDDLE PAN
The griddle pan and dedicated
griddle function give you
the possiblity to enjoy
the unique flavour
of grilled food on your
induction cooktop.

BRIDGEFLEXIBLE
COOKING ZONE
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The flexible cooking zone
combines two adjacent
areas s to adapt.

MANY PEOPLE PROMISE EVERLASTING BEAUTY. BUT THE UNIQUE IXELIUM COATING ON OUR STAINLESS STEEL HOBS
DELIVERS ON ITS PROMISE. THANKS TO THIS ADVANCED NANOTECHNOLOGY TREATMENT, THE SURFACE
IS SIGNIFICANTLY MORE RESISTANT TO SCRATCHING, YELLOWING AND CORROSION THAN CONVENTIONAL
STAINLESS STEEL - WITHOUT CHANGING ITS NATURAL FINISH.
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M E AT B A L L S I N B R O T H

SERVES 4
½ kg minced beef
3 slices of bread
1 egg
1 sprig of parsley
2 spoonfuls grated Parmigiano Reggiano cheese
The grated zest of half a lemon
A pinch of cinnamon
5 dl tomato passata
2 spring onions
4 basil leaves
Extra-virgin olive oil
Salt

TEPPAN YAKI
Perfect for use it as a Spanish-style plancha for authentic,
crunchy and evenly cooked fish, steaks, shellfish and more.

YOUR KITCHEN IS WHERE YOU SHARE FOOD,
WITH YOUR LOVED ONES.
WHY NOT DESIGN A PLACE THAT COMPLETELY
MATCHES YOUR LIFESTYLE?

KitchenAid knows that you are a demanding
home chef and kitchen stylist, giving you the
chance to turn any countertop into a cooking area,
combine modules to create a customized cook top,
choose both induction and gas hobs, and add any
special functions. In short,
KitchenAid offers you the opportunity to create
exactly the cooking set-up that suits you best.

Domino is a modular hob systemwith a complete
range of induction and gas unitsespecially
designed to offer you a total flexibility.

To make the sauce, first chop the spring onions and lightly
brown them in a saucepan. Pour in the tomato passata and
add salt to taste. Leave to cook for 5 minutes, and season
with the torn basil leaves. Turn down the heat on your
KitchenAid hob and leave to cook for 15 minutes.
Dip the slices of bread briefly in the milk so they are just
damp and place them in a basin with the meat, parsley,
Parmigiano Reggiano cheese, lemon zest,
cinnamon and egg. Mix the ingredients together,
add salt to taste and form the meatballs.
Dip the meatballs in the flour and brown them in a frying
pan with half a glass of oil.
Remove the meatballs from the pan, dry them with kitchen
towel and arrange them in the tomato sauce.
Leave the meatballs to cook in the sauce for a few minutes
over a low heat. Serve hot.

Features like flush-mounted cast-iron pan
supports for gas modules mean gas and induction
cook tops are completely level: your pans glide
smoothly and easily between modules as needed.
It’s your kitchen: have it your way.

LE WOK
THE GRIDDLE FUNCTION ENSURES A CONSTANT, EVEN TEMPERATURE FOR PERFECT GRILLING OF STEAKS,
FISH OR ANYTHING YOU LIKE. YOUR GRILL PAN AUTOMATICALLY HEATS TO THE OPTIMUM TEMPERATURE (230°)
AND ONCE REACHED, A A SOUND WILL ALERT YOU THAT IT’S TIME TO START COOKING. THE HOB AUTOMATICALLY
MONITORS THE GRIDDLE TEMPERATURE WHILE YOU COOK, ADJUSTING THE HEATING LEVELS TO KEEP EVERYTHING
PERFECT.
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Heat conducts evenly without the risk
of burning to deliver the very high temperatures
necessary for authentic, quick stir-fry cooking
of finely cut meat, fish, poultry, vegetables and noodles.

DISCOVER MORE RECIPES AT WWW.SERIOUSABOUTFOOD.EU
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F U L LY- I N T E G R AT E D D I S H W A S H E R S
The fast and quite KitchenAid dishwashers are filled with breakthrough technology,
flexible raking systems, huge capacity and more load space to offer the care and
brilliant cleaning performance that your tableware deserves.

MORE TIME
FOR YOU AND
YOUR FAMILY

The food party was a success, your guests loved
every single detail: from the sparkling tableware
to the delicious and healthy recipes, from the best
carefully selected wines to the cheerful talks.

brilliance
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But after the warm smiling hugs, what is waiting
you? That high stack of dirty dishes, bakeware,
cookware and utensils that put your organisation
and efficiency to the test! Don’t lose heart, keep
on enjoying the rest of the day with your family
and leave the aftermath to the KitchenAid
dishwashers.

Food-fighting spray jets breakdown messes,
blast away the stickiest, baked on foods with
ease, while a revolutionary wash system removes
them from the tub, so the water inside is always
cleansomething to which no other dishwasher can
measure..
And, after everything is sparkling, the best drying
performance takes over to ensure everything
comes out spotless.
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THE COMFORT OF
EFFECTIVE CARE AND
SUPERIOR DRYING.

KitchenAid new Dynamic Clean with Dynamic Dry
Option is this perfect blend of flexibility, technology
and design. It offers versatile loading and spatial
management, efficient performance, a great energy
saving capabilities and an efficient dishwashing is an
absolute necessity but the drying process.
DYNAMIC DRY OPTION
Dynamic Dry Option guarantees perfect drying
results.With the Dynamic Dry option on,
cycle duration is reduced by up to 35 minutes,
saving you up to 30% energy!
GLASSWARE HOLDER
the Glassware holder is the essential accessory for
you. Place it in the lower rack and up to 18 stemmed
glasses will come out gleaming.
STAINLESS STEEL INTERIOR AND SPRAY-ARMS
Just like professional dishwashers, a stainless steel
interior and spray-arms guarantee a reliable and
robust appliance that will stand the test of time.
These powerful water jets away flush all residue food
without the need to consume additional water or
increase spray-arm pressure. This means eliminate
the need for pre-scrubbing or post-washing and save
precious water and time.
BOOSTER OPTION
It reduces cycle by 50% while providing the best
cleaning performance.
FLEXIBILITY AND ADAPTABILITY TO ALL LOAD
TYPES
The new KitchenAid dishwasher is totally flexible
and adaptable to all load types. The rear section of
the lower rack is split into two sections, allowing you
to insert vertically slanted pots and pans into the
back section and free up space for other items.
PRACTICAL AND ERGONOMIC RACK HANDLES
To simplify loading and unloading operations, these
rack handles allow you to glide the dishwasher racks
in and out easily.
INTUITIVE DISPLAY
It provides feedback on the washing cycle and
phases, as well as clear information on cycle duration
and the selected options, making it easier and more
intuitive to care for your tableware.
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new icons

KitchenAid Major
Appliances:
a combination
of history and
innovation to provide
a space of superb
design and excellent
craftsmanship.
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OVENS

MICROWAVES

COOKTOPS

HOODS

REFRIGERATION

SPECIAL
PRODUCTS

DISHWASHERS

KitchenAid
multifunction ovensa wide
range of steamers, speed
and combi ovens, and large
capacity ovens (90cm)provide
you with a countless
selection of professional
functions that simulate the
tips and tricks of top chefs
by using clever algorithms to
determine heating elements.

KitchenAid microwave
ovens are designed to meet
the highest technological
standards for the passionate
gourmet in you.
They combine modern
microwave technology with
traditional cooking, elevating
your culinary experience to
the next level.

Different techniques such
as grilling, boiling, steaming,
stir-frying and frying require
customized approaches.
KitchenAid provides an
expanded array of cooking
possibilities for their hobs
that guarantee flexibility and
professional performance.
You can unleash your
creativity by choosing from
a wide range of solutions,
designs and configurations
– both Flush and standard
installation.

KitchenAid’s timeless
design brings presence to
the style of your kitchen
thanks to a range of high
powered hoods that
are real design icons.
KitchenAid wall, island
downdraft and flushmounted
ceiling hoods
are the perfect mix of
design and performance.

To create excellent dishes,
you deserve the finest
ingredients, carefully sourced
and stored in optimum
conditions to ensure they
don’t lose any of their quality
or flavour. Every KitchenAid
refrigerator boasts distinctive
functions and ultimate
food-preservation and winestorage
features, putting
forth the greatest flexibility
whilst meeting all your design
requirements.

KitchenAid brings special
products - such as the shock
freezer, the vacuum machine,
the coffee machine or the
food waste disposal - directly
from the professional kitchen
into your home, allowing
you to have exactly the right
tools you need to prepare
gourmet creations that your
guests love.

After a great dinner,
everyone wants to clean the
dishes as easily as possible.
KitchenAid has a range of
high-performance, spacious
dishwashers that lets you
configure the space inside to
suit your needs. Whichever
dishwasher you choose, you
will benefit from a range of
professional programs, features
and accessories designed to
take the effort out of cleaning
your pots, pans, dishes, glasses
and cutlery.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON OUR RANGE VISIT WWW.KITCHENAID.CO.UK
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Cast a glance to the two selections of KitchenAid major appliances that we are pleased
to propose, get inspired for your projects and learn how choose the appliances that best suit
your kitchen design in a KitchenAid store.
Browse our website KitchenAid.co.uk and visit the customer service area:
you’ll find the closest KitchenAid retailer.

RANGE PROPOSALS
KitchenAid Set A

Vertical
Hood
PIC in
post-production

Perimetral aspiration •
Dishwashable filters
• Wall installation
KEWVP 80010

Twelix Artisan
Oven

Combi Steam
Oven

Coffee Machine

Warming Drawer

Convenctional cooking •
Saturated steam • Steam
assisted • Twelix system:
multilevel cooking •
Perfect evenness •
Plug in steam accessory

10 Sous Vide Recipes
• Combi Steam •
Pure Steam

Espresso and
cappuccino functions
• Milk steaming •
Multiple coffee
lengths

Keep dishes or plates
warm • Temperature
range 30-85C

KOQCX 45600

KWXXX 14600

KQXXX 45600

KOASP 60600

Induction

Domino

Boost function up to 5kW •
Griddle functions and griddle pan
• Flush and Standard installation

Induction, gas, wok, teppanaki
• High efficiency hobs for all
cooking styles • Flush and
Standard installation

KHIP5 90510 KHIP5 90511

KHWD1 38510 KHTD2 38510
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Professional
Dishwasher

Fridge - Freezer
Combination

Boost option and professional cycle
• 4 Blades Spray Arm •
3 Glassware accessories (18 wine
glasses)

Oak haute cuisine shelve
and cheese box • No Frost,
dynamic 0, pro fresh • Fixed
door installation and soft
closing

KDSDM 82130

KCBCS 18600
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RANGE PROPOSALS
Design
Hood

KitchenAid Set B

High powered hood •
Perimetral aspiration
• Dishwashable filters •
Wall and island installation
KEWPP 90010

The KitchenAid
Oven
Traditional functions
KOGSS 60600

Gas on
Metal
Dual valve and double
crown burners •
Brass burners up to
6kW • Flush and
Standard installation
KHSP5 86510

Chef Touch System
Steam Oven
KOQCX 4560

Vacuum Machine
KVXXX 44600

Shock Freezer
KCBSX 60600
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Vertigo Fridge - Freezer and Wine Cellar
90, 60, 75cm

Professional
Dishwasher

Multi temperature drawer: fridge - freezer
• No frost, Dynamic 0 • Stainless steel interiors
Wine cellar with aging zone • Fixed door installation
and soft closing

Boost option and professional cycle
• 4 Blades Spray Arm •
3 Glassware accessories (18 wine
glasses)

KCZCX 20901L KCZWX 20600R KCZCX 20750R

KDSDM 82130
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At the end of the day, the kitchen comes down to people who create and share dishes that delight,
surprise, and love. That’s why KitchenAid designs appliances that take care of your fine food,
work with you and strongly impact your life, making your kitchen a true space of culinary harmony.
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Discover Kitchenaid
W W W. K I T C H E N A I D . C O . U K
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